


� Historical Context & Influence on Literature
� Poets of the time
� Characteristics and Themes
� Example/Discussion





� 1798-1870: Are these dates solid?
� Started within Ireland and Britain; other countries in Europe 

followed

� French Revolution and American Revolution 
conclude during this timeconclude during this time
� Fewer revolutions—not world peace
� Charles Darwin began his writings during this time



DARWINIAN INFLUENCE

� Darwin’s writings and 
naturenature

� Example and influence of 
Romanticism

CULTURE DEVELOPMENT

� After revolutions settled, 
countries began developing 
their culture
� Nationalism Romanticism
� Nationalism 





� Jonathon Keats (1795-
1821)

� Worked in hospitals and 
hated it then became 
immersed in literature

� William Wordsworth 
(1770-1850)

� Lost his parents at a young 
age

� Well-educated
� Gained poet laureateship in immersed in literature

� William Blake (1757-1824)
� Sensitive man who hated 

to see others mistreated
� Loved his mother and 

wrote poems about her

� Gained poet laureateship in 
1843

� Percy Shelley (1792-1822)
� Expelled from Oxford 

when he and his friend 
published “The Necessity 
of Atheism” 

� Often advocated for social 
reform





WHAT IT’S NOT:

� “Roses are red…”
� Romantic poetry is not marked 

by its “romantic” or “lovey-
dovey” content. dovey” content. 

� All eras of writing have 
literature that discusses love in 
one form or another



WHAT IT IS:

� Imagination
� Nature
� Symbolism and Myth
� Emotion� Emotion
� The Self
� The Everyday Exotic



� Neo-classics
� What were the characteristics of Neo-classic writing?

� Anti-individuality vs. Cultivation of The Self

� Man’s place in society vs. Man’s place in nature

� Importance of reason vs. Importance of emotion� Importance of reason vs. Importance of emotion

� Logic vs. Imagination

� Redefining structure vs. Individualizing structure



I HEARD a thousand blended notes,

While in a grove I sate reclined,

In that sweet mood when pleasant 

thoughts

Bring sad thoughts to the mind.

To her fair works did Nature link

The birds around me hopped and played,

Their thoughts I cannot measure:---

But the least motion which they made,

It seemed a thrill of pleasure.

The budding twigs spread out their fan,

To catch the breezy air;To her fair works did Nature link

The human soul that through me ran;

And much it grieved my heart to think

What man has made of man.

Through primrose tufts, in that green 

bower,

The periwinkle trailed its wreaths;

And 'tis my faith that every flower

Enjoys the air it breathes.

To catch the breezy air;

And I must think, do all I can,

That there was pleasure there.

If this belief from heaven be sent,

If such be Nature's holy plan,

Have I not reason to lament

What man has made of man?


